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Active Directory
2013-04-11

organize your network resources by learning how to design manage and maintain active directory updated to
cover windows server 2012 the fifth edition of this bestselling book gives you a thorough grounding in microsoft
s network directory service by explaining concepts in an easy to understand narrative style you ll negotiate a
maze of technologies for deploying a scalable and reliable ad infrastructure with new chapters on management
tools searching the ad database authentication and security protocols and active directory federation services
adfs this book provides real world scenarios that let you apply what you ve learned ideal whether you re a
network administrator for a small business or a multinational enterprise upgrade active directory to windows
server 2012 learn the fundamentals including how ad stores objects use the ad administrative center and other
management tools learn to administer ad with windows powershell search and gather ad data using the ldap
query syntax understand how group policy functions design a new active directory forest examine the kerberos
security protocol get a detailed look at the ad replication process

Heroku: Up and Running
2013-11-07

take full advantage of heroku s cloud based hosting services this guide takes you through the inner workings of
this paas platform and delivers practical advice for architecting your application to work as efficiently as
possible you ll learn best practices for improving speed and throughput solving latency issues locating and
fixing problems if your application goes down and ensuring your deployments go smoothly by covering
everything from basic concepts and primary components to add on services and advanced topics such as
buildpacks this book helps you effectively deploy and manage your application with heroku learn your way
around heroku with the command line interface discover several methods for scaling your application to
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increase throughput speed up response time through performance optimizations solve latency issues by
deploying your heroku instance in new regions choose the right plan for using heroku s postgresql database as
a service get a checklist of items to consider when deploying your application find and fix problems during
deployment at runtime and when your application goes down understand how heroku buildpacks work and learn
how customize your own

Active Directory
2013-03-15

to help you take full advantage of active directory the fifth edition of this bestselling book gives you a thorough
grounding in microsoft s network directory service with active directory you ll learn how to design manage and
maintain an ad infrastructure whether it s for a small business network or a multinational enterprise with
thousands of resources services and users this detailed and highly accurate volume covers active directory from
its origins in windows 2000 through windows 8 but unlike typical dry references active directory presents
concepts in an easy to understand narrative style with this book you will get a complete review of all the new
windows 8 features find out how to upgrade active directory easily master active directory manageability
discover how to search the active directory database learn how active directory works with exchange and
powershell take advantage of the updated scripting and programming chapters to automate ad tasks learn how
to be more efficient with command line tools grasp concepts easily with the help of numerous screenshots and
diagrams ideal for administrators it professionals project managers and programmers alike active directory is
not only for people getting started with ad it s also for experienced users who need to stay up to date with the
latest ad features in windows 8 it is no wonder this guide is the bestselling ad resource available
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Cloud Native with Kubernetes
2021-01-04

harness kubernetes extensibility to deploy modern patterns and learn to effectively handle production issues
key featuresbuild and run efficient cloud native applications on kubernetes using industry best practicesoperate
kubernetes in a production environment troubleshoot clusters and address security concernsdeploy cutting
edge kubernetes patterns such as service mesh and serverless to your clusterbook description kubernetes is a
modern cloud native container orchestration tool and one of the most popular open source projects worldwide in
addition to the technology being powerful and highly flexible kubernetes engineers are in high demand across
the industry this book is a comprehensive guide to deploying securing and operating modern cloud native
applications on kubernetes from the fundamentals to kubernetes best practices the book covers essential
aspects of configuring applications you ll even explore real world techniques for running clusters in production
tips for setting up observability for cluster resources and valuable troubleshooting techniques finally you ll learn
how to extend and customize kubernetes as well as gaining tips for deploying service meshes serverless tooling
and more on your cluster by the end of this kubernetes book you ll be equipped with the tools you need to
confidently run and extend modern applications on kubernetes what you will learnset up kubernetes and
configure its authenticationdeploy your applications to kubernetesconfigure and provide storage to kubernetes
applicationsexpose kubernetes applications outside the clustercontrol where and how applications are run on
kubernetesset up observability for kubernetesbuild a continuous integration and continuous deployment ci cd
pipeline for kubernetesextend kubernetes with service meshes serverless and morewho this book is for this
book is for developers architects devops engineers or anyone interested in developing and managing cloud
native applications those already running cloud applications and looking for a better way to manage their
platform or others interested in a career change given the recent popularity of kubernetes will also find this
book helpful some familiarity with cloud computing containers and devops is required but no prior knowledge of
building production applications using kubernetes is needed to get started with this book
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Deploying Node.js
2015-07-23

node js is a popular choice for teams that need to design build test deploy maintain and monitor large scale
distributed systems starting with a detailed overview of the node js architecture this book covers topics that will
help in application development testing deployment and maintenance you will learn about concurrency event
loops callbacks and streams furthermore step by step instructions on deploying applications to providers such
as digitalocean and heroku will be provided including information on setting up load balancers and proxies
message queues and other techniques for managing state and session data at scale will also be covered a
series of examples on deploying your node js applications in production environments are provided including a
discussion on setting up continuous deployment and integration for your team popular tools for testing
deploying building and monitoring node js applications are covered helping you get up and running quickly

Jenkins 2: Up and Running
2018-05-02

design implement and execute continuous delivery pipelines with a level of flexibility control and ease of
maintenance that was not possible with jenkins before with this practical book build administrators developers
testers and other professionals will learn how the features in jenkins 2 let you define pipelines as code leverage
integration with other key technologies and create automated reliable pipelines to simplify and accelerate your
devops environments author brent laster shows you how jenkins 2 is significantly different from the more
traditional web only versions of this popular open source automation platform if you re familiar with jenkins and
want to take advantage of the new technologies to transform your legacy pipelines or build new modern
automated continuous delivery environments this is your book create continuous delivery pipelines as code with
the jenkins domain specific language get practical guidance on how to migrate existing jobs and pipelines
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harness best practices and new methods for controlling access and security explore the structure
implementation and use of shared pipeline libraries learn the differences between declarative syntax and
scripted syntax leverage new and existing project types in jenkins understand and use the new blue ocean
graphical interface take advantage of the capabilities of the underlying os in your pipeline integrate analysis
tools artifact management and containers

Docker: Up and Running
2023-04-20

a hands on guide that will help you compose package deploy and manage applications with ease key features
get familiar and work with key components of docker learn how to automate ci cd pipeline using docker and
jenkins uncover the top docker interview questions to crack your next interview description containers are one
of the disruptive technologies in it that have fundamentally changed how software is build shipped and run
today if you want to pursue a career as a software engineer or a devops professional then this book is for you
the book starts by introducing docker and teaches you how to write and run commands in docker the book then
explains how to create docker files images and containers and while doing so you get a stronghold of docker
tools like docker images dockerfiles and docker compose the book will also help you learn how to work with
existing container images and how to build test and ship your containers containing your applications
furthermore the book will help you to deploy and run your containerized applications on kubernetes and in the
cloud by the end of the book you will be able to build and deploy enterprise applications with ease what you will
learn learn how to test and debug containerized applications understand how container orchestration works in
kubernetes monitor your docker container s log using prometheus and grafana deploy update and scale
applications into a kubernetes cluster using different strategies learn how to use snyk to scan vulnerabilities in
docker who this book is for this book is for system administrators software engineers devops aspirants
application engineers and application developers table of contents 1 explaining containers and their benefits 2
setting up your environment 3 getting familiar with containers 4 using existing docker images 5 creating your
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own docker image 6 demystifying container networking 7 managing complex apps with docker compose 8
testing and debugging containerized applications 9 establishing an automated build pipeline 10 orchestrating
containers 11 leveraging docker logs to provide insight into your apps 12 enabling zero downtime deployments
13 securing containers

Deploying to OpenShift
2018-05-02

get an in depth tour of openshift the container based software deployment and management platform from red
hat that provides a secure multi tenant environment for the enterprise this practical guide describes in detail
how openshift building on kubernetes enables you to automate the way you create ship and run applications in
a containerized environment author graham dumpleton provides the knowledge you need to make the best use
of the openshift container platform to deploy not only your cloud native applications but also more traditional
stateful applications developers and administrators will learn how to run access and manage containers in
openshift including how to orchestrate them at scale build application container images from source and deploy
them implement and extend application image builders use incremental and chained builds to accelerate build
times automate builds by using a webhook to link openshift to a git repository add configuration and secrets to
the container as project resources make an application visible outside the openshift cluster manage persistent
storage inside an openshift container monitor application health and manage the application lifecycle this book
is a perfect follow up to openshift for developers a guide for impatient beginners o reilly

Deploying Rails with Docker, Kubernetes and ECS
2016-12-19

learn how to use the power of docker and kubernetes to deploy your rails applications easily and efficiently
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deploying rails with docker kubernetes and ecs shows you how to set up the project push it to dockerhub
manage services and set up an efficient continuous integration environment every concept is clearly explained
alongside a full ruby on rails application deployment you ll also learn how to deploy via docker using amazon
ec2 container service docker and kubernetes are increasing in popularity every day but what if you want to
leverage their benefits for your rails application this is the quick guide you need what you will learn create a
rails api application using rails 5 and postgresql and dockerize it write and test templates to run the application
with kubernetes create a kubernetes cluster in amazon services and run your inspect and troubleshoot
problems in the cluster automatize the the whole deployment process with jenkins who this book is for this book
is for anyone who wants to understand how to effectively deploy a rails application using docker and kubernetes
you will need to understand rails and have basic knowledge of what docker and kubernetes are used for

Microservices Deployment Cookbook
2017-01-31

master over 60 recipes to help you deliver complete scalable microservice based solutions and see the
improved business results immediately about this book adopt microservices based architecture and deploy it at
scale build your complete microservice architecture using different recipes for different solutions identify
specific tools for specific scenarios and deliver immediate business results correlate use cases and adopt them
in your team and organization who this book is for this book is for developers ops and devops professionals who
would like to put microservices to work and improve products services and operations those looking to build and
deploy microservices will find this book useful as well as managers and people at cxo level looking to adopt
microservices in their organization prior knowledge of java is expected no prior knowledge of microservices is
assumed what you will learn build microservices using spring boot wildfly swarm dropwizard and sparkjava
containerize your microservice using docker deploy microservices using mesos marathon and kubernetes
implement service discovery and load balancing using zookeeper consul and nginx monitor microservices using
graphite and grafana write stream programs with kafka streams and spark aggregate and manage logs using
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kafka get introduced to dc os docker swarm and yarn in detail this book will help any team or organization
understand deploy and manage microservices at scale it is driven by a sample application helping you gradually
build a complete microservice based ecosystem rather than just focusing on writing a microservice this book
addresses various other microservice related solutions deployments clustering load balancing logging streaming
and monitoring the initial chapters offer insights into how web and enterprise apps can be migrated to scalable
microservices moving on you ll see how to dockerize your application so that it is ready to be shipped and
deployed we will look at how to deploy microservices on mesos and marathon and will also deploy microservices
on kubernetes next you will implement service discovery and load balancing for your microservices we ll also
show you how to build asynchronous streaming systems using kafka streams and apache spark finally we wind
up by aggregating your logs in kafka creating your own metrics and monitoring the metrics for the microservice
style and approach this book follows a recipe driven approach and shows you how to plug and play with all the
various pieces putting them together to build a complete scalable microservice ecosystem you do not need to
study the chapters in order as you can directly refer to the content you need for your situation

Deployment with Docker
2017-11-22

a practical guide to rapidly and efficiently mastering docker containers along with tips and tricks learned in the
field about this book use docker containers horizontal node scaling modern orchestration tools docker swarm
kubernetes and mesos and continuous integration continuous delivery to manage your infrastructure increase
service density by turning often idle machines into hosts for numerous docker services learn what it takes to
build a true container infrastructure that is scalable reliable and resilient in the face of increased complexities
from using container infrastructures find out how to identify debug and mitigate most real world undocumented
issues when deploying your own docker infrastructure learn tips and tricks of the trade from existing docker
infrastructures running in production environments who this book is for this book is aimed at system
administrators developers devops engineers and software engineers who want to get concrete hands on
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experience deploying multi tier web applications and containerized microservices using docker this book is also
for anyone who has worked on deploying services in some fashion and wants to take their small scale setups to
the next level or simply to learn more about the process what you will learn set up a working development
environment and create a simple web service to demonstrate the basics learn how to make your service more
usable by adding a database and an app server to process logic add resilience to your services by learning how
to horizontally scale with a few containers on a single node master layering isolation and messaging to simplify
and harden the connectivity between containers learn about numerous issues encountered at scale and their
workarounds from the kernel up to code versioning automate the most important parts of your infrastructure
with continuous integration in detail deploying docker into production is considered to be one of the major pain
points in developing large scale infrastructures and the documentation available online leaves a lot to be
desired with this book you will learn everything you wanted to know to effectively scale your deployments
globally and build a resilient scalable and containerized cloud platform for your own use the book starts by
introducing you to the containerization ecosystem with some concrete and easy to digest examples after that
you will delve into examples of launching multiple instances of the same container from there you will cover
orchestration multi node setups volumes and almost every relevant component of this new approach to
deploying services using intertwined approaches the book will cover battle tested tooling or issues likely to be
encountered in real world scenarios in detail you will also learn about the other supporting components required
for a true paas deployment and discover common options to tie the whole infrastructure together at the end of
the book you learn to build a small but functional paas to appreciate the power of the containerized service
approach and continue to explore real world approaches to implementing even larger global scale services style
and approach this in depth learning guide shows you how to deploy your applications in production using docker
from the basic steps to advanced concepts and how to overcome challenges in docker based infrastructures the
book also covers practical use cases in real world examples and provides tips and tricks on the various topics
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Configuring and Deploying Open Source with IBM WebSphere
Application Server Liberty Profile
2015-07-21

this ibm redbooks publication explains the capabilities of ibm websphere application server liberty profile liberty
profile which is lightweight easy to install and fast to use liberty profile provides a convenient and capable
platform for developing and testing your web and osgi applications the liberty profile server is built by using
osgi technology and concepts the fit for purpose nature of the run time relies on the dynamic behavior that is
inherent in the osgi framework and service registry as bundles are installed or uninstalled from the framework
their services are automatically added or removed from the service registry the result is a dynamic composable
run time that can be provisioned with only what your application requires and responds dynamically to
configuration changes as your application evolves this book can help you install customize and configure
several popular open source technologies that can be deployed effectively with the liberty profile server the
following popular open source toolkits for the liberty profile server were selected for this book based on the
significant enhancements they provide to the web application development process apache maven spring
framework hibernate jenkins opscode chef arquillian mongodb in this book the todo sample demonstrates the
use of multiple open source frameworks or toolkits with the liberty profile server including maven mongodb
spring jpa arquillian wicket and others the todo sample is a simple application that can be used to create update
and delete todo items and todo lists and put the todo items into a related todo list

Deploying SAP Software in Red Hat OpenShift on IBM Power
Systems
2021-04-22
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this ibm redpaper publication documents how to containerize and deploy sap software into red hat openshift 4
kubernetes clusters on ibm power systems by using predefined red hat ansible scripts different configurations
and theoretical knowledge and it documents the findings through sample scenarios this paper documents the
following topics running sap s 4hana sap hana and sap netweaver on premises software in containers that are
deployed in red hat openshift 4 on ibm power systems hardware existing sap systems running on ibm power
systems can be repackaged at customer sites into containers that use predefined red hat ansible scripts these
containers can be deployed multiple times into red hat openshift 4 kubernetes clusters on ibm power systems
the target audiences for this paper are chief information officers cios that are interested in containerized
solutions of sap enterprise resource planning erp systems developers that need containerized environments and
system administrators that provide and manage the infrastructure with underpinning automation this paper
complements the documentation that is available at ibm knowledge center and it aligns with the educational
materials that are provided by ibm garagetm for systems education

Internet of Things Applications - From Research and Innovation to
Market Deployment
2022-09-01

the book aims to provide a broad overview of various topics of internet of things from the research innovation
and development priorities to enabling technologies nanoelectronics cyber physical systems architecture
interoperability and industrial applications it is intended to be a standalone book in a series that covers the
internet of things activities of the ierc internet of things european research cluster from technology to
international cooperation and the global state of play the book builds on the ideas put forward by the european
research cluster on the internet of things strategic research agenda and presents global views and state of the
art results
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Deploying and Managing Active Directory with Windows
PowerShell
2015-06-11

streamline and modernize the way you manage active directory use windows powershell to simplify and
accelerate active directory domain controller management whether you re running active directory entirely in
the cloud on premises or in a hybrid environment in this concise reference microsoft mvp charlie russel presents
the commands tested scripts and best practice advice you need to deploy and run active directory in a modern
environment and to migrate smoothly to cloud or hybrid deployments wherever they offer more value
supercharge your productivity as an active directory administrator get proven scripts that leverage the power of
windows server 2012 and windows management framework 4 0 and 5 0 deploy forests and active directory
domain services ad ds manage dns and dhcp create and manage users and groups deploy additional domain
controllers read only domain controllers rodcs and domains implement and manage fine grained password
policies perform fast reliable backups and restores quickly extend on premises active directory deployments to
the cloud efficiently manage roles and sites

Deploying a Database Instance in an IBM Cloud Private Cluster on
IBM Z
2019-07-29

this ibm redpapertm publication shows you how to deploy a database instance within a container using an ibm
cloudtm private cluster on ibm z a preinstalled ibm spectrumtm scale 5 0 3 cluster file system provides back
end storage for the persistent volumes bound to the database a container is a standard unit of software that
packages code and all its dependencies so the application runs quickly and reliably from one computing
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environment to another by default containers are ephemeral however stateful applications such as databases
require some type of persistent storage that can survive service restarts or container crashes ibm provides
several products helping organizations build an environment on an ibm z infrastructure to develop and manage
containerized applications including dynamic provisioning of persistent volumes as an example for a stateful
application this paper describes how to deploy the relational database mariadb using a helm chart the ibm
spectrum scale v5 0 3 cluster file system is providing back end storage for the persistent volumes this
document provides step by step guidance regarding how to install and configure the following components ibm
cloud private 3 1 2 including kubernetes docker 18 03 1 ce ibm storage enabler for containers 2 0 0 and 2 1 0
this redpaper demonstrates how we set up the example for a stateful application in our lab the paper gives you
insights about planning for your implementation ibm z server hardware the ibm z hypervisor z vm and the ibm
spectrum scale cluster file system are prerequisites to set up the example environment the redpaper is written
with the assumption that you have familiarity with and basic knowledge of the software products used in setting
up the environment the intended audience includes the following roles storage administrators it cloud
administrators technologists it specialists

Docker: Up & Running
2015-06-11

updated to cover docker version 1 10 docker is quickly changing the way that organizations are deploying
software at scale but understanding how linux containers fit into your workflow and getting the integration
details right are not trivial tasks with this practical guide you ll learn how to use docker to package your
applications with all of their dependencies and then test ship scale and support your containers in production
two lead site reliability engineers at new relic share much of what they have learned from using docker in
production since shortly after its initial release their goal is to help you reap the benefits of this technology while
avoiding the many setbacks they experienced learn how docker simplifies dependency management and
deployment workflow for your applications start working with docker images containers and command line tools
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use practical techniques to deploy and test docker based linux containers in production debug containers by
understanding their composition and internal processes deploy production containers at scale inside your data
center or cloud environment explore advanced docker topics including deployment tools networking
orchestration security and configuration

Deploying A Simple App With AWS
2024-02-23

the document titled deploying a simple application with aws by ryan keeler published on february 23 2024
serves as a comprehensive guide to leveraging amazon services aws for deploying applications effectively and
efficiently it begins with an introduction to cloud computing emphasizing aws s pivotal role in this sector due to
its expansive reliable and diverse range of services the text details various aspects of aws including its scalable
resources cost effectiveness security measures and global infrastructure which supports a pay as you go pricing
model ideal for businesses of all sizes significantly the guide outlines the procedural steps for setting up an aws
account and configuring the aws management console a crucial platform for managing aws services it covers
core aws services like amazon ec2 for scalable computing amazon s3 for storage and amazon rds for relational
database management emphasizing their roles in application deployment furthermore the document delves into
best practices for aws usage from security and compliance to cost management underscoring the importance of
aws s support and resources in streamlining application development and deployment with a focus on practical
application the guide offers instructions on navigating the aws management console setting up environments
and deploying applications using various aws services this manual is an essential tool for developers looking to
harness aws s capabilities for deploying applications managing costs and ensuring security and compliance
effectively
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Using Docker
2015-12-09

docker containers offer simpler faster and more robust methods for developing distributing and running
software than previously available with this hands on guide you ll learn why containers are so important what
you ll gain by adopting docker and how to make it part of your development process ideal for developers
operations engineers and system administrators especially those keen to embrace a devops approach using
docker will take you from docker and container basics to running dozens of containers on a multi host system
with networking and scheduling the core of the book walks you through the steps needed to develop test and
deploy a web application with docker get started with docker by building and deploying a simple web
application use continuous deployment techniques to push your application to production multiple times a day
learn various options and techniques for logging and monitoring multiple containers examine networking and
service discovery how do containers find each other and how do you connect them orchestrate and cluster
containers to address load balancing scaling failover and scheduling secure your system by following the
principles of defense in depth and least privilege

Deployment and Usage Guide for Running AI Workloads on Red
Hat OpenShift and NVIDIA DGX Systems with IBM Spectrum Scale
2020-11-30

this ibm redpaper publication describes the architecture installation procedure and results for running a typical
training application that works on an automotive data set in an orchestrated and secured environment that
provides horizontal scalability of gpu resources across physical node boundaries for deep neural network dnn
workloads this paper is mostly relevant for systems engineers system administrators or system architects that
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are responsible for data center infrastructure management and typical day to day operations such as system
monitoring operational control asset management and security audits this paper also describes ibm spectrum
lsf as a workload manager and ibm spectrum discover as a metadata search engine to find the right data for an
inference job and automate the data science workflow with the help of this solution the data location which may
be on different storage systems and time of availability for the ai job can be fully abstracted which provides
valuable information for data scientists

Deploying SharePoint 2016
2016-11-09

learn how to install configure and maintain the latest release of microsoft s popular sharepoint server
sharepoint 2016 this latest version brings with it many changes for it professionals with this book you will learn
how to create an efficient and stable sharepoint environment for your organization what you ll learn install
sharepoint server 2016 both using the user interface provided by microsoft and by using powershell understand
your authentication options and associated security considerations deploy add ins either from the store or from
your own custom app catalog configure search service application using either the provided ui or powershell
configure business intelligence components such as excel services sql server reporting services and powerpivot
migrate to sharepoint server 2016 from either sharepoint server 2010 or 2013 understand approaches to high
availability disaster recovery patching and ways to monitor and maintain your sharepoint 2016 deployment
once it s up and running who this book is for anyone tasked with installing configuring and maintaining
sharepoint server 2016 in their organization this book assumes some working knowledge of a previous release
of sharepoint server such as sharepoint 2010 or sharepoint 2013
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Introducing Azure Kubernetes Service
2019-12-10

go from zero to sixty deploying and running a kubernetes cluster on microsoft azure this hands on practical
guide to microsoft s azure kubernetes service aks a managed container orchestration platform arms you with
the tools and knowledge you need to easily deploy and operate on this complex platform take a journey inside
docker containers container registries kubernetes architecture kubernetes components and core kubectl
commands drawing on hard earned experience in the field the authors provide just enough theory to help you
grasp important concepts teaching the practical straightforward knowledge you need to start running your own
aks cluster you will dive into topics related to the deployment and operation of aks including rancher for
management security networking storage monitoring backup scaling identity package management with helm
and aks in ci cd what you will learn develop core knowledge of docker containers registries and kubernetes gain
aks skills for microsoft s fastest growing services in the cloud understand the pros and cons of deploying and
operating aks deploy and manage applications on the aks platform use aks within a devops ci cd process who
this book is for it professionals who work with devops the cloud docker networking storage linux or windows
experience with cloud devops docker or application development is helpful

Deploying OpenLDAP
2007-03-01

focuses on open standards rather than proprietary systems which are expensive and incompatible with other
systems can be used by someone who already knows advanced programming and implementation but doesn t
understand how everything fits together scripting for network administrators who want to perform tasks but
aren t necessarily programmers
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Deploying Rails
2012

today s modern rails applications have lots of moving parts make sure your next production deployment goes
smoothly with this hands on book which guides you through the entire production process you ll set up scripts
to install and configure all the software your servers need including your application code once you re in
production you ll learn how to set up systems to monitor your application s health gather metrics so you can
stop problems before they start and fix things when they go wrong deploying rails takes you on a expertly
guided tour of the current best practices in rails deployment and management you ll find in depth explanations
on effectively running a rails app by leveraging popular open source tools such as puppet capistrano and
vagrant then you ll go beyond deployment and learn how to use ganglia and nagios to monitor your application
s health and gather metrics so you can head off problems before they happen you ll start out by building your
own virtual environment by writing scripts to provision a production server with vagrant and puppet then you ll
leverage the popular rails deployment tool capistrano to deploy an application into this infrastructure once the
app is live you ll monitor your application s health with nagios and configure ganglia to collect system metrics
finally you ll see how to keep your data backed up recover data when things go wrong tame your log files and
use puppet to automate everything along the way whether you re a rails developer who wants a better
understanding of the needs of a production rails system if you re a system administrator who wants to manage
a rails application or if you re bridging the gap between development and operations this book will be your
roadmap to successful production deployment and maintenance whether your application has ten users or ten
million users what you need the exercises and examples are most suited to a computer running some unix
variant such as mac os x or linux but a windows machine running linux in a virtualbox virtual machine is also
sufficient we ll show you how to set up a local virtual machine for your deployments you won t need a dedicated
server to hone your deployment skills we expect you to have a basic familiarity with the ruby programming
language the ruby on rails framework and the unix command line
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Deploy Containers on AWS
2019-10-15

start deploying managing and scaling containerized applications into aws container infrastructure using docker
on amazon ec2 amazon elastic container service ecs and aws elastic kubernetes service eks this step by step
practical book will cover all the available container services on aws and review the usage of each one based on
your required scale and cost further you will see how to set up each environment and finally deploy manage and
scale containerized applications on each one in the chapter about elastic kubernetes service eks you will learn
the process of building and managing kubernetes clusters on aws and see how to provision hosts in a matter of
minutes while deploying containers in seconds and making them available globally deploy containers on aws
shows you how to get started with aws container offerings and manage production or test environments of
containerized applications using a hands on approach with step by step instructions what you will learndeploy
and manage containers with docker on amazon ec2store and retrieve container images using the amazon ec2
container registryorchestrate containers with amazon elastic container service ecs run kubernetes managed
infrastructure on aws eks monitor manage back up and restore containers on aws who this book is
fordevelopers cloud and systems administrators and architects

Deploying and Managing a Cloud Infrastructure
2015-01-12

learn in demand cloud computing skills from industry experts deploying and managing a cloud infrastructure is
an excellent resource for it professionals seeking to tap into the demand for cloud administrators this book
helps prepare candidates for the comptia cloud certification cv0 001 cloud computing certification exam
designed for it professionals with 2 3 years of networking experience this certification provides validation of
your cloud infrastructure knowledge with over 30 years of combined experience in cloud computing the author
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team provides the latest expert perspectives on enterprise level mobile computing and covers the most
essential topics for building and maintaining cloud based systems including understanding basic cloud related
computing concepts terminology and characteristics identifying cloud delivery solutions and deploying new
infrastructure managing cloud technologies services and networks monitoring hardware and software
performance featuring real world examples and interactive exercises deploying and managing cloud
infrastructure delivers practical knowledge you can apply immediately and in addition you also get access to a
full set of electronic study tools including interactive test environment electronic flashcards glossary of key
terms now is the time to learn the cloud computing skills you need to take that next step in your it career

Exam Ref 70-695 Deploying Windows Devices and Enterprise Apps
(MCSE)
2015-02-25

prepare for microsoft exam 70 695 and help demonstrate your real world mastery of deploying enterprise apps
and devices designed for experienced it pros ready to advance their status exam ref focuses on the critical
thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the mcse level focus on the expertise measured by
these objectives implement the operating system deployment infrastructure implement a lite touch deployment
implement a zero touch deployment create and maintain desktop images prepare and deploy the application
environment this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features strategic what if
scenarios to challenge you assumes you have experience with windows client operating systems windows
server system center 2012 r2 configuration manager and enterprise client management plus familiarity with
connecting to microsoft sql server using windows powershell and configuring applications
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Heroku
2013

take full advantage of heroku s cloud based hosting services this guide takes you through the inner workings of
this paas platform and delivers practical advice for architecting your application to work as efficiently as
possible you ll learn best practices for improving speed and throughput solving latency issues locating and
fixing problems if your application goes down and ensuring your deployments go smoothly by covering
everything from basic concepts and primary components to add on services and advanced topics such as
buildpacks this book helps you effectively deploy and manage your application with heroku learn your way
around heroku with the command line interface discover several methods for scaling your application to
increase throughput speed up response time through performance optimizations solve latency issues by
deploying your heroku instance in new regions choose the right plan for using heroku s postgresql database as
a service get a checklist of items to consider when deploying your application find and fix problems during
deployment at runtime and when your application goes down understand how heroku buildpacks work and learn
how customize your own

Deploying and Troubleshooting Cisco Wireless LAN Controllers
2009-11-09

this is the only complete all in one guide to deploying running and troubleshooting wireless networks with cisco
wireless lan controllers wlcs and lightweight access point protocol lwapp control and provisioning of wireless
access points capwap authored by two of the most experienced cisco wireless support professionals the book
presents start to finish coverage of implementing wlcs in existing wired and wireless network environments
troubleshooting design related issues and using lwapp capwap solutions to achieve your specific business and
technical goals one step at a time you ll walk through designing configuring maintaining and scaling wireless
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networks using cisco unified wireless technologies the authors show how to use lwapp capwap to control
multiple wi fi wireless access points at once streamlining network administration and monitoring and
maximizing scalability drawing on their extensive problem resolution experience the authors also provide expert
guidelines for troubleshooting including an end to end problem solving model available in no other book
although not specifically designed to help you pass the ccie wireless written and lab exams this book does
provide you with real world configuration and troubleshooting examples understanding the basic configuration
practices how the products are designed to function the feature sets and what to look for while troubleshooting
these features will be invaluable to anyone wanting to pass the ccie wireless exams efficiently install configure
and troubleshoot cisco wireless lan controllers move autonomous wireless network solutions to lwapp capwap
integrate lwapp capwap solutions into existing wired networks understand the next generation wlc architecture
use hybrid reap and home ap solutions to centrally configure and control branch remote access points without
deploying controllers in every location use mobility groups to provide system wide mobility easily and cost
effectively use cisco wlc troubleshooting tools and resolve client related problems maximize quality in wireless
voice applications build efficient wireless mesh networks use rrm to manage rf in real time optimizing efficiency
and performance reference the comprehensive wlc and ap debugging guide part of the ccie professional
development series this is the first book to offer authoritative training for the new ccie wireless exam it will also
serve as excellent preparation for cisco s new ccnp wireless exam

Deploying Raspberry Pi in the Classroom
2016-12-21

learn how to deploy raspberry pi computers in a classroom or lab situation and how to navigate the hardware
and software choices you face deploying raspberry pi in the classroom equips you with the skills and knowledge
to plan and execute a deployment of raspberry pi computers in the classroom teachers and it administrators at
schools will see how to set up the hardware and software swiftly on your own or with the help of your students
step by step instructions and practical examples walk you through building your raspberry pi workstations and
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your network managing the computers and the network and troubleshooting any problems that arise this book
offers several points to involve your students through hands on activities these activities are designed to benefit
your beginner and older or more able students alike make deploying raspberry pi in the classroom a part of you
instructional library today what you will learn put an easily manageable computer on each desk for students to
learn internet use and essential office software skills image configure and plan a classroom deployment of
raspberry pi computers manage your classroom raspberry pi computers and keeping them up and running
smoothly and efficiently who this book is for primary audience would be teachers and it administrators at
schools or colleges it will also appeal to administrators at social clubs or organizations that provide less formal
tuition or simply provide internet access

Deploying Next Generation Multicast-enabled Applications
2011-08-20

deploying next generation multicast enabled applications label switched multicast for mpls vpns vpls and
wholesale ethernet provides a comprehensive discussion of multicast and mvpn standards next generation
multicast based standards multicast applications and case studies with detailed configurations focusing on three
vendors juniper cisco and alcatel lucent the text features illustrations that contain configurations of junos timos
alcatel s os or cisco ios and each configuration is explained in great detail multiple rather than single vendor
configurations were selected for the sake of diversity as well as to highlight the direction in which the overall
industry is going rather than that of a specific vendor beginning with a discussion of the building blocks or
basics of ip multicast the book then details applications and emerging trends including vendor adoptions as well
as the future of multicast the book is written for engineers technical managers and visionaries engaged in the
development of next generation ip multicast infrastructures offers contextualized case studies for illustrating
deployment of the next generation multicast technology provides the background necessary to understand
current generation multi play applications and their service requirements includes practical tips on various
migration options available for moving to the next generation framework from the legacy
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Exam Ref 70-247 Configuring and Deploying a Private Cloud
(MCSE)
2014-10-17

prepare for microsoft exam 70 247 and help demonstrate your real world mastery configuring and deploying a
private cloud using microsoft system center 2012 r2 designed for experienced it professionals ready to advance
their status exam ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the
mcse level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives design and deploy system center configure
system center infrastructure configure the fabric configure system center integration configure and deploy
virtual machines and services this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by objectives for exam 70 247
features strategic what if scenarios to challenge you requires experience with windows server system center
2012 security high availability fault tolerance and networking in an enterprise environment and basic skills with
sql server windows powershell and application configuration

Deploying Windows 10
2016-02-15

get a head start deploying windows 10 with tips and best practices from experts in the field this guide shows
you how to deploy windows 10 in an automated way without impacting end users by leveraging system center
configuration manager which is the most used product to deploy microsoft operating systems in the industry
today
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Component Deployment
2005-11-03

this volume of lecture notes in computer science contains the proceedings of the rd 3 working conference on
component deployment cd 2005 which took place from 28 to 29 november 2005 in grenoble france and co
located with middleware 2005 cd 2005 is the third international conference in the series the first two being held
in berlin and edinburgh in 2002 and 2004 respectively the proceedings of both these conferences were also
published by springer in the lecture notes in computer science series and may be found in volumes 2370 and
3083 component deployment addresses the tasks that need to be performed after components have been
developed and addresses questions such as what do we do with components after they have been built how do
we deploy them into their execution environment how can we evolve them once they have been deployed cd
2005 brought together researchers and practitioners with the goal of deve ping a better understanding of how
deployment takes place in the wider context the program committee selected 15 papers 12 long papers three
short papers out of 29 submissions all submissions were reviewed by at least three members of the program
committee papers were selected based on originality quality soundness and relevance to the workshop

Microsoft System Center Deploying Hyper-V with Software-
Defined Storage & Networking
2019-03-26

build cost effective and robust cloud solutions with google cloud platform gcp using these simple and practical
recipes key featuresexplore the various service offerings of the gcphost a python application on google compute
enginesecurely maintain application states with cloud storage datastore and bigtablebook description gcp is a
cloud computing platform with a wide range of products and services that enable you to build and deploy cloud
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hosted applications this learning path will guide you in using gcp and designing deploying and managing
applications on google cloud you will get started by learning how to use app engine to access google s scalable
hosting and build software that runs on this framework with the help of google compute engine you ll be able to
host your workload on virtual machine instances the later chapters will help you to explore ways to implement
authentication and security cloud apis and command line and deployment management as you hone your skills
you ll understand how to integrate your new applications with various data solutions on gcp including cloud sql
bigtable and cloud storage following this the book will teach you how to streamline your workflow with tools
including source repositories container builder and stackdriver you ll also understand how to deploy and debug
services with intellij implement continuous delivery pipelines and configure robust monitoring and alerts for
your production systems by the end of this learning path you ll be well versed with gcp s development tools and
be able to develop deploy and manage highly scalable and reliable applications this learning path includes
content from the following packt products google cloud platform for developers ted hunter and steven
portergoogle cloud platform cookbook by legorie rajan pswhat you will learnhost an application using google
cloud functionsmigrate a mysql database to cloud spannerconfigure a network for a highly available application
on gcplearn simple image processing using storage and cloud functionsautomate security checks using policy
scannerdeploy and run services on app engine and container engineminimize downtime and mitigate issues
with stackdriver monitoring and debuggerintegrate with big data solutions including bigquery dataflow and pub
subwho this book is for this learning path is for it professionals engineers and developers who want to
implement google cloud in their organizations administrators and architects planning to make their organization
more efficient with google cloud will also find this learning path useful basic understanding of gcp and its
services is a must

Building Google Cloud Platform Solutions
2004-05-03

this volume of the lecture notes in computer science series contains the proceedings of the second working
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conference on component deployment which took place may 20 21 2004 at the e science institute in edinburgh
scotland as a collocated event of the international conference on software engineering component deployment
addresses what needs to be done afteracomponent has been developed component deployment includes
activities such as com nent customization con guration integration activation de activation and commissioning
the emerging research community that investigates component deploymentconcernsitselfwiththeprinciples
methodsandtoolsfordeployment activities the community held its rst working conference in berlin germany
injune2002 theproceedingswerepublishedbyspringer verlagasvolume2370 of the lecture notes in computer
science series the program of this year s conference consisted of an invited talk and 16 technical paper
presentations the invited talk was given by patrick goldsack of hewlett packardresearchlaboratoriesbristol uk he
presented the smart frog component deployment framework that hp released as open source the
technicalpaperswerecarefullyselectedfromatotalof34submittedpapers each paper was thoroughly peer reviewed
by at least three members of the program committee and consensus on acceptance was achieved by means of
an electronic pc meeting

Component Deployment
2017-05-25

master the art of container management utilizing the power of kubernetes about this book this practical guide
demystifies kubernetes and ensures that your clusters are always available scalable and up to date discover
new features such as autoscaling rolling updates resource quotas and cluster size master the skills of designing
and deploying large clusters on various cloud platforms who this book is for the book is for system
administrators and developers who have intermediate level of knowledge with kubernetes and are now waiting
to master its advanced features you should also have basic networking knowledge this advanced level book
provides a pathway to master kubernetes what you will learn architect a robust kubernetes cluster for long time
operation discover the advantages of running kubernetes on gce aws azure and bare metal see the identity
model of kubernetes and options for cluster federation monitor and troubleshoot kubernetes clusters and run a
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highly available kubernetes create and configure custom kubernetes resources and use third party resources in
your automation workflows discover the art of running complex stateful applications in your container
environment deliver applications as standard packages in detail kubernetes is an open source system to
automate the deployment scaling and management of containerized applications if you are running more than
just a few containers or want automated management of your containers you need kubernetes this book mainly
focuses on the advanced management of kubernetes clusters it covers problems that arise when you start using
container orchestration in production we start by giving you an overview of the guiding principles in kubernetes
design and show you the best practises in the fields of security high availability and cluster federation you will
discover how to run complex stateful microservices on kubernetes including advanced features as horizontal
pod autoscaling rolling updates resource quotas and persistent storage back ends using real world use cases we
explain the options for network configuration and provides guidelines on how to set up operate and troubleshoot
various kubernetes networking plugins finally we cover custom resource development and utilization in
automation and maintenance workflows by the end of this book you ll know everything you need to know to go
from intermediate to advanced level style and approach delving into the design of the kubernetes platform the
reader will be exposed to the advanced features and best practices of kubernetes this book will be an advanced
level book which will provide a pathway to master kubernetes

Mastering Kubernetes
2017-07-19

this edition applies to ibm spectrum accelerate v11 5 4 ibm spectrum acceleratetm a member of ibm spectrum
storagetm is an agile software defined storage solution for enterprise and cloud that builds on the customer
proven and mature ibm xiv storage software the key characteristic of spectrum accelerate is that it can be
easily deployed and run on purpose built or existing hardware that is chosen by the customer ibm spectrum
accelerate enables rapid deployment of high performance and scalable block data storage infrastructure over
commodity hardware on premises or off premises this ibm redbooks publication provides a broad understanding
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of ibm spectrum accelerate the book introduces spectrum accelerate and describes planning and preparation
that are essential for a successful deployment of the solution the deployment is described through a step by
step approach by using a graphical user interface gui based method or a simple command line interface cli
based procedure chapters in this book describe the logical configuration of the system host support and
business continuity functions and migration although it makes many references to the xiv storage software the
book also emphasizes where ibm spectrum accelerate differs from xiv finally a substantial portion of the book is
dedicated to maintenance and troubleshooting to provide detailed guidance for the customer support personnel

IBM Spectrum Accelerate Deployment, Usage, and Maintenance
2010-11-09

the only book to take an in depth look at deploying hyper v now in its second generation the popular hyper v
boasts technical advances that create even more dynamic systems than ever before this unique resource
serves an authoritative guide to deploying windows server 2008 r2 hyper v comprehensively step by step
instructions demonstrate how to design a hyper v deployment build a hyper v host environment and design a
management system with system center virtual machine manager 2008 r2 features real world examples that
show you how to design a hyper v deployment build a hyper v host environment and design a management
system walks you through incorporating system center operations manager 2008 r2 system center data
protection manager 2010 and system center essentials 2010 offers authoritative coverage of hyper v security
business continuity and an array of vm roles including domain controllers exchange server sql server and
system center this in depth guide is the ultimate resource for system administrators engineers and architects
and it consultants deploying hyper v
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Mastering Hyper-V Deployment
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